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  GEH 101: Introduction to Geography 
Lehman College, CUNY 

Department of Earth, Environmental, and Geospatial Sciences 
Spring 2017 

 
Instructor:  Marlene Nava Ramos 
Email:   mramos@gradcenter.cuny.edu    
Office Hours:  By Appointment  
Class Meets:  Wednesday, 6:00pm to 8:40pm in Gillet Hall, Room 311  
 
Course Overview: 
Geography is a multidisciplinary field that bridges the natural (physical) and social sciences in order to gain a 
deeper understanding of the world we inhabit. This survey course will explore the main ideas and concepts in 
geography, including landforms, climate, food systems, cultures, urbanization and economics. While you will be 
expected to understand the basics of each of the topics we cover, the overarching emphasis will be placed on 
understanding the relationships between them. As such, you will be expected to develop strong critical thinking 
skills and grasp major topics such as food insecurity, conventional agroecology, and climate change. 
 
Required Readings:  

All required readings are available on Blackboard. You are responsible for downloading, printing, and bringing 
hard copies of all required readings for that week to class discussion.  
 
Evaluation: 

Attendance and Class Participation (10%) 
You are expected to come to class on time and have completed the required readings and assignments. You 
are responsible for understanding key concepts in reading assignments, asking questions when necessary, and 
engaging in class discussions/activities. You must contact me in advance for missing class, being tardy, or 
leaving early from class.  

Weekly Reflections (30%) 
Weekly quizzes (3 points each) will be given at the start of each class. Quizzes are intended generate ideas and 
a richer conversation during class discussion.  

Relevant Events & Reflections (extra credit) 
You may participate in outside events (i.e. art galleries, public discussions, relevant films) and write a reflection 
for extra credit. Reflections must be at least a page long, 1-in. margin, Times New Roman font and size 12 
where you discuss its relevancy to class topics and what you learned (event summaries are NOT enough). 
  
Exams (60%) 
There will be two exams, a midterm and a final exam, which will consist of multiple-choice and open ended and 
short essay questions. Make-up exams will only be granted if approved by the instructor prior to exam date. 
 
Policies: 

• I fully support students’ right to an education and to live free from the fear of deportation and police 
prosecution. Feel free to discuss your concerns with me and resources are available to support you. 

• Maintain open communication with instructor in regards to class absences, tardiness, emergencies, etc. 
Accommodations can be made in special circumstances.  

• The classroom is a safe place to express ideas openly and respectfully. Students who are disrespectful 
towards fellow students or the instructor will be asked to leave the classroom.  

• Please silence all mobile and electronic devices. Texting, answering calls, and surfing the internet are 
prohibited. Students who are disruptive may be asked to leave the classroom.  

• Plagiarism is a major academic offense.  Plagiarism is copying the work of another person without giving 
proper credit for the source of the material.  All rules in regards to this issue stated in Lehman College 
student handbook will be observed and plagiarism is further defined in this area. 
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Class Schedule: 

February 1: An Introduction to Geography  
 
PART I: HUMAN GEOGRAPHIES 

February 8: Geography of Race 
• Fields, B. J. 1990. "Slavery, Race, and Ideology in the United States of America," New Left Review. 

 
February 15: NO CLASSES 
 
February 22:  Geography of Capitalism 

• Selection of Chapter 4, p. 101-121 in Lowe, L. 2015.  The Intimacies of Four Continents.  Durham, NC: 
Duke University Press. 

 
March 1: U.S. Urban Geographies  

• Introduction and Chapters 1, 3, & 4 in Fulilove, M. 2004. Root Shock: How Tearing Up City 
Neighborhoods Hurts America, And What We Can Do About It. New York, NY: Random House, Inc. 

 
March 8: Geography of Population and Human Migration   

• Sassen, S.1989. “America’s Immigration ‘Problem’” World Policy Journal, 6(4): 811-832. 
 
March15: Geography of the State and Prisons 

• Chapters 3 and 4, p. 49-91 in Clear, T. 2007. Imprisoning Communities: How Mass Incarceration 
Makes Disadvantaged Neighborhoods Worse. Oxford University Press.  

 
March 22: Geography of the Neoliberal State 

• Chapter 3, p. 64-86, in Harvey, D. 2005 A Brief History of Neoliberalism. Oxford University Press.   
 
March 29: Geography of Neoliberalism and “Securityscapes”  

• Introduction, p. 1-23 in Zilberg, E. 2011. Space of Detention: The Making of A Transnational Gang 
Crisis Between Los Angeles and San Salvador. Durham, NC: Duke University Press. 

 
April 5: MIDTERM EXAM (30 points) 
 
PART II: PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHIES 
 
April 12: SPRING BREAK 
 
April 19: Lithosphere & Agriculture 

• Dahlam & Renwick, 2014. Chapter 3: Landforms 
 
April 26: Biosphere & Carbon Trading 

• Dahlam & Renwick, 2014. Chapter 4: Biosphere  
 
Mary 3: Atmosphere, Climate Change, & Climate Gap   

• Selections in Dahlam & Renwick, 2014. Chapter 2: Atmosphere 
• Pastor et al., 2009. "The Climate Gap." Program for Environmental and Regional Equity. Los Angeles, 

CA: University of Southern California 
 
May 10: Environmental Pollution 

• Maantay, J. 2007. "Asthma and Air Pollution in the Bronx.” Journal of Health and Place, Vol. 3: 32-56. 
 
May 17: FINAL EXAM (30 Points)  


